In this paper, a machine-leaning-based adaptive approach is proposed to restore image from Gaussian corruption. The well-known Random-Optimization (RO) learning method is used for training of the adaptive filter. With the merit of model-free computation of RO, the derivative information is not required. Combined with block processing technique, the proposed adaptive filtering approach possesses fast convergence, moderate computation and simplicity. The proposed adaptive filter shows excellent filtering performance for image restoration.
Introduction
In the past few decades, several image restoring filters have been presented for restoration Gaussian degraded images. These filters may be classified roughly into machine-learning-free and machinelearning-based types. Classical filters such as maximum, minimum or medium [1] filters have their own limitation because of no machine learning mechanism. This kind of filters refill corrupted gray level by balancing its surrounding pixels in different order. But they are only workable for less than 50% impulsive noise. In the face of highly nonlinear Gaussian noise or greater than 50% impulsive noise, more powerful machine-leaning-based filter may be needed. Neuro-fuzzy filtering approach [2] possesses highly nonlinear mapping ability of neural network and fuzzy inference system, which can adapt all kinds of noisy environments. The motivation of this research is to apply the Random Optimization [3] as training method for a neural-like filter to achieve a fast convergence, high performance and moderate computation adaptive image noise filtering.
Noise Canceling
Adaptive noise canceling concept was proposed by B. Widrow, et.al. [4] , and was applied in signal processing successfully [5] . Assume that a clear image Based on the following assumptions, noise canceling can be implemented. 
Taking statistical mean-square operation of equation (1), based on assumption 2, we have:
, the restored image will be very close to the clear image.
Block-based Adaptive Image Filtering
To improve processing speed and boost efficiency, the block-based scanning technique [6] is used in the paper. The M×M noise source image is divided into several blocks (sub-images). Each block is with L×L dimension, moving from left to right, and from up to bottom. Similarly, there is a moving window with dimension F×F scanning from left-up corner to right -bottom corner over each L×L block. A single-layered neural network is used as image restoring filter, as shown in Fig.2 . 
i
: current block index, under processing.
( n m, ): the indices for the gray level of the m -th row and the n -th column in the image. 
The estimated error is then given as follows.
is viewed as the estimate of the gray level of the corresponding pixel of the restored image. The square matrix of the estimates can be rearranged into a
With an F×F window, the elements in the window over the noise source image N can be rearranged as
, where k indicates the k-th scanning over the current
For the i-th block, the matrix i X is defined as follows.
Similarly, for the F F window, the window weights can be rearranged into an
The block-based 2-D LMS equation can be given as follows.
where the learning factor γ controls the learning speed, accuracy and stability of the adaptive filter, and it is assumed to be fixed. The window weight vector is the same in a block and to be updated in the next block. λ is set to detect local minimum.
Random Optimization with Jumps
Step 1: Choose a given initial point Step 2: Generating a Gaussian random vector dX with a specific mean k µ and a fixed variance 2 σ .
Step 3: Compute cost value 
The training process is done in the first block, and the trained window weighs are used in following blocks.
Experimental Results
The Lena image with dimension 256×256 is used in experiment. The reference noise source image is generated with Gaussian distribution of zero mean and a variance of unity. Initial settings are given as follows. 
The performance is evaluated with Mean-SquareError (MSE) of the image, which is defined as follows.
The noisy image is shown in Fig. 3 , whose MSE is 1557.9. For comparison purpose, the proposed approach is compared to 2-D block LMS approach [7] . The MSE of restored image using 2-D block LMS is 176.42, shown in Fig. 4 . The MSE of restored image using the RO-based learning approach is 9.7346, shown in Fig. 5 . Further more, to compare with the convergence of these two methods, Block-MeanSquare-Error (BMSE) for the i -th block is defined as follows.
Convergence responses by both the 2-D LMS and by the RO are shown in Fig.6 . In 1024 block iterations, the 2-D block LMS filter needs a longer period of settling time to reach the optimum weight vector, while the training for the filter by RO is concentrated on the first block. For the same initial weight vector, the 2-D block LMS finally converges to 
Discussion and Conclusion
The well-known Random Optimization (RO) has been applied to noise canceling for image restoration successfully. Compared with the 2-D block LMS, the performance by the RO has been shown improved significantly. We have used the RO in single-layered neural-like filter. A single-layered neural network (filter) has limitation on nonlinear mapping ability. In the face of high nonlinear problems, the research is expected to extend to more powerful, multi-layered neural network, to cope with such complicated problems, and the RO is still a good candidate as training method, based on the results obtained so for. 
